1. T-INTERSECTIONS

LR CL Profiled

LR Horizontal & Vertical alignment minimum length is 150'-200' by default.

ML EP Profiled
2. CURB RAMPS

Perpendicular & Diagonal

- Face of SW Profiled
- CL Ramp
- Back of Curb Profiled
- Back of Gutter Profiled

Parallel & Blended

- Line for Ramp RT
- ALL PROFILED
- Line for Ramp Begin LT
- Back of SW
- Back of Curb
- Back of Gutter
One-Way

ALL PROFILED

Back of SW

Back of Curb

Back of Gutter
Depressed Corner

Back of SW LT

ALL PROFILED

Face of SW LT

Back of SW RT

Face of SW RT

Back of Curb

Back of Gutter
3. BRIDGE/GUARDRAIL

Permanent Cross-Overs

![Diagram showing LTLN EP, XOVER CL, and RTLN EP with EP Profiles, CL not indicated.]  

Temporary Type A

![Diagram showing LTLN EP (Profiled), Ramp Start, and RTLN EP (Profiled).]
4. BRIDGE

Embankment

Bridge Abutment (Profiled & Width of Bridge)

CL Road (Profiled)

GRET

Line at End Treatment Begin

Paved Shoulder (Profiled)
5. BOX CULVERT

Box Culvert

Box CL (Profiled)

CL RD
6. DETOUR

Detours

ALL PROFILED EXCEPT LINE @ PC

Line at PC

CL RD

EX EP

DET CL
7. INTERCHANGE RAMPS

IR Ramps Parallel

ML EP (Profiled)
8. Drives & Mailbox approaches

MailBox Approach

---

Drives